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Abstract— We discuss the shot noise properties of carbon-based 
transistors in which the channel is laterally confined, either in the 
form of graphene nanoribbons or of carbon nanotubes. We show 
with an simple compact model and with computationally-
intensive statistical simulations that electron-electron interaction 
can lead to a significant suppression of shot noise, often 
overlooked when the device is described with the Landauer-
Buttiker formalism. Finally, we show that interband tunneling 
can play a significant role in enhancing shot noise due to 
exchange of holes between drain and channel, that is a peculiar 
effect observable in the case of channel materials with very small 
energy gaps. 

Keywords- Shot noise, graphene, carbon nanotubes, field-effect 
transistors 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon-based electronics represents a vibrant research field 
since more than a decade [1]. It has been recently further 
ignited by the isolation of graphene in 2004 and by the 
promising experiments of electron transport. Indeed, suspended 
graphene exhibits  mobility in excess of 

€ 

105  cm2/Vs  at room 
temperature[2], attracting the interest of electron device 
researchers. However, graphene is a semimetal, and therefore 
hardly suitable as a channel material for transistors. Among 
different proposed techniques to induce a gap in graphene, 
lateral confinement is certainly seriously considered. It means 
either using Carbon NanoTubes (CNTs), or cutting graphene in 
narrow stripes, the so-called Graphene NanoRibbons (GNRs). 
Several theoretical and experimental investigations of FETs 
based carbon nanotubes or nanoribbons have been documented 
in the literature. 

The interest in noise in graphene sheets and quasi-one 
dimensional carbon conductors is more due to the fundamental 
aspects of electron transport it can reveal, than to the practical 
implications on device performance, given the premature stage 
of carbon electronics technology. Tworzydło et al. [3] have 
demonstrated that at zero temperature, with the Fermi energy at 
the Dirac point, ballistic graphene exhibits a shot noise Fano 
factor of 1/3. The Fano factor F = S/(2qI), i.e. the ratio of the 
current noise power spectral density S to the power spectral 
density of a purely Poissonian process, 2qI, where q is the 
elementary charge and I is the DC current in the channel. 
Experiments have substantially confirmed this prediction 
[4][5]. 

For carbon-based materials more interesting for 
device applications, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene 
nanoribbons, most published works focus on 1/f noise [6][7]. 
In both cases they find that at least up to 100 Hz, noise is 
dominated by 1/f noise in the range of typical current bias of 

interest. In our opinion, these results are extremely interesting, 
but are more an indication of the improvements required by 
fabrication technology than of the noise properties of mature 
carbon-based electron devices. Wu et al. [8] report 
suppression and enhancement of shot noise in multi-walled 
CNT FETs, at 4.2 K.  

Following these considerations, in this manuscript we 
will primarily focus on the shot noise properties of laterally 
confined carbon-based transistors, such as quasi one-
dimensional channels based on graphene nanoribbons or on 
carbon nanotubes. Most of the properties we shall discuss are 
not strictly limited to graphene, and extend more generally to 
quasi one-dimensional transistors. 

However, carbon-based FET channels have some 
specificities. First, they can have a very small gap. The energy 
gap is roughly inversely proportional to width or diameter, and 
as a rule of thumb the transversal dimension has to be about 
1 nm to induce a gap of order 1 eV. This means that, in 
practical cases, carbon-based channels can have energy gaps of 
100 meV or smaller. Second, electrons and holes have 
symmetric dispersion relations with small effective mass. Both 
aspects imply a potential significant role for interband 
tunneling. 

In the following, we first examine shot noise in GNR 
and CNT FETs with an analytical model, and then with 
detailed physical simulations. 

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL  
An analytical model of shot noise in nanoscale FETs with 
two-dimensional channel is reported in [9]. We can follow the 
same derivation for one-dimensional nFETs (not shown here), 
including also the possibility of hole injection from the drain. 
We assume that hole injection from the source is inhibited at 
the bias we consider (weak or strong inversion). 
The DC current and the low-frequency power spectral density 
of shot noise read, respectively: 
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shot noise value, we prove that in (25,0) CNT-FET the
small energy gap and the joined injection of a significative
number of thermionic electrons and holes in the channel,
for some gate voltages, can make the noise significantly
enhanced with respect to the full value.

As hypothesis, we assume that only the lowest conduc-
tion subband is occupied and denote with z the transport
direction in the quasi-1D channel. At the considered high
bias conditions, holes are injected only from the drain, so
that the electron and holes concentration per unit length
in the point corresponding to the subband maximum EM ,
respectively n and p, read:

n =

! +!

0

dEN1D [fS(E) + fD(E)] = nS + nD (1)

p =

! +!

0

dENh
1DfDP (E) , (2)

where fS(E) and fD(E) are the Fermi Dirac occupation
factors of the source and the drain (! = S,D), while
fDP is the probability to have an empty state in the
conduction subband at the drain for energies smaller than
the valence band maximum in the channel (EM ! Eg):

f!(E) = f

"

E + EM ! EF!

kT

#

fDP (E) = 1 ! f

"

EM ! E ! Eg ! EFD

kT

#

. (3)

Here N1D and Nh
1D are the 1D density of states (DOS)

per unit length in the conduction subband and in the
valence band, respectively. In particular, taking the zero
energy at the subband maximum, N1D reads:

N1D =

"
2m

"!
"

E
, (4)

where E is the kinetic energy. The DOS Nh
1D, related

to bound states in the valence band, can be instead only
evaluated by means of numerical simulations. Thus the
total charge per unit length incoming from S reads QS =
!qnS , while the one incoming from D can be expressed
as QD = QDn+QDp, where QDn = !qnD and QDp = qp.

In addition to the geometric (classical) capacitances
per unit length related to the three terminals (source,
drain, gate) with sum CT , we need to introduce three
quantum capacitances corresponding to electrons incom-
ing from S and D and to holes injected from D, CnS ,
CnD and CpD respectively (Fig. 1):

CnS = !
#QS

#!
= !q2 #nS

#EM
= !q2

! +!

0

dE
#fS

#EM
N1D

CnD = !
#QDn

#!
= !q2 #nD

#EM
= !q2

! +!

0

dE
#fD

#EM
N1D

CpD = !
#QDp

#!
= q2 #p

#EM
= q2

! +!

0

dE
#fDp

#EM
Nh

1D , (5)

where ! is the electrostatic potential at the subband
maximum EM , which can be evaluated as ! = !EM/q.
It is worth noticing that CpD < 0: positive charge in-
jected from the drain can be interpreted as a negative
quantum capacitance. Assuming that fluctuations of the
occupancy of incoming states a"ect the carrier concen-
tration directly and, indirectly, through their Coulomb
e"ect on EM , fluctuations of nS , nD and p can be ex-
pressed as:

$nS =

! +!

0

dEN1D$fS(E) !
$EM

q2
CnS

$nD =

! +!

0

dEN1D$fD(E) !
$EM

q2
CnD

$p =

! +!

0

dENh
1D$fDp(E) +

$EM

q2
CpD (6)

and fluctuations $Q of the total charge per unit length
reads:

$Q = !q [$nS + $nD ! $p] . (7)

All electrostatic e"ects can be synthesized in a unique
geometrical capacitance CT , which expresses the fluctu-
ation of the subband maximum as a consequence of fluc-
tuation of the total charge in the channel $Q:

$EM = !q$! = !q
$Q

CT
= q2 $nS + $nD ! $p

CT
, (8)

where nS , nD and p are given by eqs. (6). By means of
eqs. (9) and (6), $EM can then be expressed as:

$EM =
q2

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

$
! +!

0

dEN1D$fS(E)

+

! +!

0

dEN1D$fD(E) !
! +!

0

dENh
1D$fDp(E)

%

. (9)

The ballistic current density I per unit length, computed
at the subband maximum, is given by:

I = q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz (fS ! fD) . (10)

where vz =
&

2E/m is the velocity in the longitudinal
direction z for a free-electrons gas.

Following the derivation of eqs. (6), fluctuations of fS

and fD a"ect directly I and, indirectly, through fluc-
tuation of EM induced by Coulomb repulsion between
injected carriers:

$I = q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz ($fS ! $fD)

+ q$EM

! !

0

dEN1Dvz

"

#fS

$EM
!

#fD

#EM

#

. (11)

Introducing vS and vD, weighted averages of the velocity
vz on N1D(#fS)/(#EM ) and N1D(#fD)/(#EM ), respec-
tively, eq. (11) can be rearranged as:

$I = q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz ($fS ! $fD) !
$EM

q
[vSCnS!vDCnD] .

(12)

 
and 
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FIG. 1: Circuital model for the (25,0) CNT-FET with a top
and bottom gates.

Furthermore, by means of eq. (9), the current fluctuation
reads:

!I = q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz

"

1 !
1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fS

! q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz

"

1 !
1

vz

vDCnD ! vSCnS

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fD

+ q

! !

0

dENh
1Dvz

"

1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fDp .

(13)

Finally, taking into account the statistical independence
of sources !fS , !fD, !fDp of di!erent modes and at di!er-
ent energies, and that ¯!f2

! = f!(1 ! f!) (" = S,D,Dp),
the noise power spectral density S(0) is given by:

S(0) = 2q2

! !

0

dEN1D vz [1 ! g(E)]2 fS (1 ! fS)

+ 2q2

! !

0

dE N1D vz [1 ! g(E)]2 fD (1 ! fD)

+ 2q2

! !

0

dENh
1D vz g(E)2 fDp (1 ! fDp) , (14)

where g(E) reads

g(E) =
1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD
. (15)

As can be seen in eq. (17), although holes tunneling in
the valence band do not contribute to the mean current
I, they give a positive contribution to noise (third term)
which can be significantly enhanced if the maximum of
the local density of states in the valence band Nh

1D is
aligned to the maximum value (1/2) of the noise source
fDp (1 ! fDp), i.e. at the drain Fermi level EFD. Fur-
thermore, decreasing the temperature one would expect
that the noise enhancement tends to vanish, since the
Fermi function tends to a step function.

Now let us consider the equilibrium state (fS = fD).
In this case CnS = CnD and vS = vD, so that the first
and the second terms coincide and the third term van-
ishes. By means of eqs. (17) and (10), the power spectral
density becomes:

S(0) = 4kTG , (16)

where G is the conductance:

G =
q2

kT

! +!

0

dEN1DvzfS (1 ! fS) . (17)

Next, we are concerned with the far from the equilibrium
state, i.e. when the drain-to-source bias VDS " kT/q,
so that for all energies which contribute to transport fD

and CnD vanish. The Fano factor, i.e. the ratio between
the noise power spectrum S(0) and the full shot noise
value 2qI, reads:

F =

$ !

0
dEN1D vz

%

1 ! 1
vz

vSCnS

CT +CnS+CpD

&2

fS (1 ! fS)
$ !

0
dEN1D vzfS

+

$ !

0
dENh

1D vz

%

1
vz

vSCnS

CT +CnS+CpD

&2

fDp (1 ! fDp)
$ !

0
dEN1D vzfS

.

(18)

In eq. (18) the first term is very similar to the one ob-
tained in Ref. [13] for a 2D MOSFET, with the term
squared between round parentheses (< 1) related to the
noise suppression induced by Coulomb repulsion, while
the noise source fS(1 ! fS) corresponds to the suppres-
sion e!ect of Pauli exclusion. Instead, it is worth notic-
ing that in the second contribution Coulomb interaction
(the term squared between round parentheses) can sig-
nificantly increase the noise if the suppression induced by
the first term is not large, when the gate voltage corre-
sponds to the situation of a maximum of the local density
of states Nh

1D aligned to the drain Fermi level EFD.
Finally, let us discuss the situation when a fixed poten-

tial is imposed along the channel. Mathematically, such
situation corresponds to the limit !EM !# 0, i.e. when
the classical geometrical capacitance CT !# $. In this
case the power spectral density S(0) becomes:

S(0) = 2q2

! +!

0

dEN1D vz fS (1 ! fS)

+ 2q2

! +!

0

dE N1D vz fD (1 ! fD)

=
2q2

h

! +!

0

dE [fS (1 ! fS)] + [fD (1 ! fD)] ,(19)

which is the well-known Landauer-Büttiker’s formula [14]
if one considers only one mode and the transmission prob-
ability is unit, as must be for thermionic electrons. As
can be seen in eq. (19), only a noise suppression induced
by Pauli exclusion, through thermal random motion of
carriers in the reservoirs, is taken into account.

 
where 
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FIG. 1: Circuital model for the (25,0) CNT-FET with a top
and bottom gates.

Furthermore, by means of eq. (9), the current fluctuation
reads:

!I = q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz

"

1 !
1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fS

! q

! !

0

dEN1Dvz

"

1 !
1

vz

vDCnD ! vSCnS

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fD

+ q

! !

0

dENh
1Dvz

"

1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD

#

!fDp .

(13)

Finally, taking into account the statistical independence
of sources !fS , !fD, !fDp of di!erent modes and at di!er-
ent energies, and that ¯!f2

! = f!(1 ! f!) (" = S,D,Dp),
the noise power spectral density S(0) is given by:

S(0) = 2q2

! !

0

dEN1D vz [1 ! g(E)]2 fS (1 ! fS)

+ 2q2

! !

0

dE N1D vz [1 ! g(E)]2 fD (1 ! fD)

+ 2q2

! !

0

dENh
1D vz g(E)2 fDp (1 ! fDp) , (14)

where g(E) reads

g(E) =
1

vz

vSCnS ! vDCnD

CT + CnS + CnD + CpD
. (15)

As can be seen in eq. (17), although holes tunneling in
the valence band do not contribute to the mean current
I, they give a positive contribution to noise (third term)
which can be significantly enhanced if the maximum of
the local density of states in the valence band Nh

1D is
aligned to the maximum value (1/2) of the noise source
fDp (1 ! fDp), i.e. at the drain Fermi level EFD. Fur-
thermore, decreasing the temperature one would expect
that the noise enhancement tends to vanish, since the
Fermi function tends to a step function.

Now let us consider the equilibrium state (fS = fD).
In this case CnS = CnD and vS = vD, so that the first
and the second terms coincide and the third term van-
ishes. By means of eqs. (17) and (10), the power spectral
density becomes:

S(0) = 4kTG , (16)

where G is the conductance:

G =
q2

kT

! +!

0

dEN1DvzfS (1 ! fS) . (17)

Next, we are concerned with the far from the equilibrium
state, i.e. when the drain-to-source bias VDS " kT/q,
so that for all energies which contribute to transport fD

and CnD vanish. The Fano factor, i.e. the ratio between
the noise power spectrum S(0) and the full shot noise
value 2qI, reads:

F =

$ !

0
dEN1D vz

%

1 ! 1
vz

vSCnS

CT +CnS+CpD

&2

fS (1 ! fS)
$ !

0
dEN1D vzfS

+

$ !

0
dENh

1D vz

%

1
vz

vSCnS

CT +CnS+CpD

&2

fDp (1 ! fDp)
$ !

0
dEN1D vzfS

.

(18)

In eq. (18) the first term is very similar to the one ob-
tained in Ref. [13] for a 2D MOSFET, with the term
squared between round parentheses (< 1) related to the
noise suppression induced by Coulomb repulsion, while
the noise source fS(1 ! fS) corresponds to the suppres-
sion e!ect of Pauli exclusion. Instead, it is worth notic-
ing that in the second contribution Coulomb interaction
(the term squared between round parentheses) can sig-
nificantly increase the noise if the suppression induced by
the first term is not large, when the gate voltage corre-
sponds to the situation of a maximum of the local density
of states Nh

1D aligned to the drain Fermi level EFD.
Finally, let us discuss the situation when a fixed poten-

tial is imposed along the channel. Mathematically, such
situation corresponds to the limit !EM !# 0, i.e. when
the classical geometrical capacitance CT !# $. In this
case the power spectral density S(0) becomes:

S(0) = 2q2

! +!

0

dEN1D vz fS (1 ! fS)

+ 2q2

! +!

0

dE N1D vz fD (1 ! fD)

=
2q2

h

! +!

0

dE [fS (1 ! fS)] + [fD (1 ! fD)] ,(19)

which is the well-known Landauer-Büttiker’s formula [14]
if one considers only one mode and the transmission prob-
ability is unit, as must be for thermionic electrons. As
can be seen in eq. (19), only a noise suppression induced
by Pauli exclusion, through thermal random motion of
carriers in the reservoirs, is taken into account.

, 
E is the kinetic energy, N1D is the one-dimensional density of 
states in the channel, fS and fD are the Fermi-Dirac occupation 
factors at source and drain, respectively, 

€ 

vz = 2E /m is the 
velocity in the longitudinal direction for a free electron gas. CT 
is the total geometrical capacitance as seen by the channel, CnS 
and CnD are the quantum capacitances associated to electron 
charge injected by the source or drain, respectively, CpD is the 
quantum capacitance for holes injected by the drain. Finally, vS 
and vD are weighted averages of electron velocity.  
 We assume that transmission probability is 1 if 
electrons have energy larger than the potential energy peak in 
the barrier and 0 otherwise. We also assume that interband 
tunneling is so effective that holes in the channel are practically 
in equilibrium with the drain reservoir. 
 From the above expression of S one can easily see that 
deviations from the poissonian formula S=2qI come from three 
sources: 

• The first source of noise suppression is due to the 
factors (1-f) in the first two terms on the right-hand 
side, and is due to the fermionic nature of carriers.  

• The second source of noise suppression is the factor 

€ 

1− g(E)[ ]2  in the first two terms of the right-hand 
side, which is due to electron-electron interaction, i.e. 
Coulomb repulsion. 

• The third source provides enhancement of shot noise, 
and is due to the exchange of holes between the 
channel and the drain. 

Of the three sources, often only the first is considered in the 
treatment of shot noise, following Landauer-Buttiker treatment 
of noise for conductors in quasi-equilibrium. However, it is 
clear that the other two factors, depending on the device and on 
the bias, can lead to further suppression, or even to 
enhancement of shot noise.  
 To examine in detail examples of these two cases, we 
use detailed physical simulations of CNT FETs. Results are 
valid also for GNR FETs with channel of comparable energy 
gap. 

III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 

A. Device simulation tool 
Our detailed physical simulations are based on the 3D device 
simulator NanoTCAD ViDES developed in Pisa [10]. It solves 
self-consistently the three-dimensional Poisson equation and 
the Schroedinger equation with open boundary conditions. The 
former reads 

 

 
 

where φ is the electrostatic potential, ε is the dielectric 
constant, ND

+ and NA
- are the concentration of the ionized 

donors and acceptors, respectively, ρfix is the fixed charge. 
Electrons and holes concentrations n and p, respectively, are 

computed with the NEGF formalism, using a tight-binding 
Hamiltonian with an atomistic (pz orbitals) real space basis set 
with a hopping parameter t = 2.7 eV. The Green’s function can 
then be expressed as 

 
where E now is the total energy, I the identity matrix, H the 
Hamiltonian, and  ΣS and  ΣD are the self-energies of the 
source and drain, respectively.  

A point charge approximation is assumed, i.e. all the 
free charge around each carbon atoms is spread with a uniform 
concentration in the elementary cell including the atom. In 
particular, the electron and hole densities are computed from 
the Density of States (DOS), derived through the NEGF 
formalism. Assuming that the electrochemical potentials of the 
reservoirs are aligned at the equilibrium with the flat Fermi 
level of the CNT, and given that there are no fully confined 
states, we have  

 
and 

 
where f is the Fermi-Dirac occupation factor, DOSS (DOSD) is 
the density of states injected by the source (drain), and EFS 
(EFD) is the Fermi level of the source (drain). The current is 
expressed by means of the Landauer formula. Particular 
attention must be put in the definition of each self-energy 
matrix: in our case we have considered a self-energy for semi-
infinite leads as boundary condition for the Schrödinger 
equation. 

B. Shot noise computation including electron-electron 
interaction 

We have developed a theory that enables us to compute shot 
noise through statistical simulations of randomly injected 
electrons from the reservoirs, described in detail in [11] and 
[12]. The main advantage of our approach is the capability to 
fully include electron-electron interaction, both through Pauli 
exclusion, and through the Coulomb force. 

Basically, we consider random statistical injection 
from the contacts. For electron and hole states injected by the 
reservoirs we consider a random occupation number σαn(E)  
(α=Source,Drain) that is 0 or 1 and – on average – corresponds 
to the Fermi occupation factor, i.e.,  

 
Therefore we discretize the energy range of interest with a 

uniform mesh. For each energy bin, we extract a random 
number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. If the number is 
smaller then the Fermi factor, the occupation number is 1, 
otherwise it is 0. Therefore, we have a random occupation 
function for electrons injected from the source and from the 
drain, and we solve NEGF and electrostatics self consistently.   
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We repeat this process for an ensemble of occurrences, for 
which we collect total currents, transmission and reflection 
matrices. 

The original formula by Landauer and Buttiker for noise in 
mesoscopic devices does not included coulomb repulsion 
between carriers [13][14]. We have derived an expression 
based on statistical averages to extend it to electrostatic 
interaction between carriers, therefore including the effect of 
potential energy fluctuations in the device. The reader is 
referred to [11] and [12] for a derivation based on second 
quantization theory, or to [16] for an alternative derivation.  

 Here, we just want to underline that noise is computed by 
computing statistical averages of expressions including 
transmission and reflection matrices obtained for each 
occurrence of the random occupation function. The average 
current is: 

 
whereas the current noise spectral density is 

 
where   

€ 

  is the reduced Planck constant, ΔE is the energy step, 
the terms t and r refer to transmission and reflections matrices 
(details of their definitions in [11] and [12]) 
 

 
Figure 1.  Example of random occupation number compared with occupation 

factor for energy bins of 0.5 meV. 

The approach is general and can be applied to any 
ballistic conductor. We consider two different CNTs for the 
channel. One is a zig-zag (25,0) CNT with a band gap 
Egap= 0.39 eV and a diameter of 2 nm. The oxide thickness is 
1 nm, the channel is undoped and has a length L of 10 nm. 

Source and drain extensions have a length of 10 nm and are 
doped with a molar fraction f=5x10−3. The second is a 
(13,0) CNT-FET, with Egap = 0.75 eV, same geometry and 
doping profile. 

The Fano factor F is plotted as a function of gate 
overdrive for a (25,0) and a (13,0) zigzag CNT in Figs 2a and 
2b.  

 

 
Figure 2.  a) Fano factor as a function of the gate overdrive for a (25,0) and 

b) (13,0) CNT-FETs for VDS=0.5 V. The threshold voltage Vth is 0.43 V for the 
(13,0) CNT-FET, and 0.36 V for the (25,0) CNT-FET. 

In the case of the (25,0) CNT, Coulomb interaction 
enhances shot noise to superpoissonian levels, to a Fano factor 
of up to 1.2. It is especially interesting because, from an 
experimental point of view, observing F>1 would be a real 
signature of this effect, since a specific mechanism is required 
to push F above 1. 

Let us also stress that if we did not consider Coulomb 
interaction (red diamonds), we would underestimate noise by 
up to about 50%. The whole shaded area in Fig. 2a predicts a 
shot noise enhancement due to Coulomb interaction [15]. This 
intriguing behavior has yet to be observed experimentally. 

Shot noise enhancement in the (25,0) CNT-FET can 
be explained with the help of Fig. 3. EC and EV are the 
conduction and valence band edge profiles in the channel, 
respectively, whereas ECS (ECD) is the conduction band edge at 
the source (drain), and EBS is the energy level of the quasi-
bound state in the valence band. When the drain Fermi level 
EFD roughly aligns with EBS, holes in the conduction band in 
correspondence of the drain can tunnel into the bound state 
shifting downwards EC in the channel. As a result, thermionic 
electrons injected from the source can more easily overcome 
the barrier. Instead, when a hole leaves the bound state, the 
barrier increases by the same amount, reducing thermionic 
injection. The noise enhancement is fully due to current 
modulation due to trapping/detrapping of holes in the bound 
state. This process leads to a random modulation of 
electrostatic potential in the channel, thereby modulating the 
barrier for electrons and therefore the thermionic electron 
current. In this way, noise is enhanced. 

For a (13,0) CNT channel, which is very close to an 
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(8,0) GNR channel,  the energy gap is 0.75 eV. As we can see 
in the picture, the inclusion of Coulomb repulsion between 
electrons (black symbols) leads to a significantly suppressed 
noise. Landauer-Buttiker formula for noise only include Pauli 
exclusion (i.e. red symbols), and therefore would yield an 
overestimation of noise of up to 180% at large overdrive. 
From an intuitive point of view, one can see that Coulomb 
repulsion introduces correlations between electrons that 
reduce current fluctuations. Since (13,0) CNTs have a much 
wider gap Egap = 0.75 eV, EV in the channel is always below 
ECD in the drain, and hole injection is completely inhibited, as 
well as noise enhancement. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  If an excess hole tunnels from the drain into a bound state in the 
intrinsic channel (a), the conduction band EC and valence band EV edge 
profiles are shifted downwards and more thermionic electrons can be injected 
in the channel, enhancing current fluctuations (b). 

 

Figure 4.  a) Fano factor and its two components (partition noise [PN] and 
injection noise [IN]) as a function of temperature. b) Fano factor at 77 as a 
function of gate bias, showing that superpoissonian shot noise cannot be 
observed at low temperature. 

We have encouraged experimentalists to look at this 
effect in detail, because there is a clear signature of Fano factor 
larger than one. We also observed that the signature disappears 
reducing the temperature below ~200 K (see Fig. 4), therefore 
room temperature measurement would be preferable to 
unambiguously reveal the effect. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have discussed the shot noise properties of 
carbon-based transistors in which the channel laterally 
confined, either in the form of graphene nanoribbons or of 
carbon nanotubes. We show that interband tunneling can play 
a significant role in enhancing shot noise due to exchange of 
holes between drain and channel, that is a peculiar effect 
observable in the case of channel materials with very small 
energy gaps. In addition, we have shown with a simple 
compact model and with statistical detailed physical 
simulations that electron-electron interaction can lead to a 
significant suppression of shot noise, often overlooked when 
the device is described with the Landauer-Buttiker formalism. 
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